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Homicide Hérault is available in paperback (ISBN: 13-978-1-941611-20-3 ) and ebook on Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and  

Smashwords.  This book will also be available, by order, from most bookstores around the United States and United  

Kingdom. For more information on the author or the book, please go to bluettematthey.com. 

Bluette Matthey is a product of the melting pot of America’s settlers, with her ancestry rooted in the Swiss, German, and 

English cultures.  She is a keen reader of mysteries who loves to travel and explore, especially in Europe. Bluette currently 

lives in Béziers, France, with her husband and band of loving cats.  Other books by Bluette Matthey included in the Hardy 

Durkin Travel Mystery series:  Corsican Justice, Abruzzo Intrigue, Black Forest Reckoning, Dalmatian Traffick, and Engadine 

Aerie.  Two Murders Too Many is Matthey’s first book in the Charlie Simmons series which takes place in Midwest America 

in the 1950’s. 

“Veteran trekker Hardy Durkin leads his first bike tour group to Béziers in the South of France, during its 

annual grand Feria, for what is expected to be relaxing, uneventful bicycling in the Hérault region (think Canal 

du Midi).  This notion is kicked to the curb when a double cold-case with present-day repercussions is 

discovered on one of the group’s outings.  Hardy becomes embroiled in another homicide when he is present 

at a murder that takes place during an innocent flamenco performance that is anything but.   

The bottom line:  murder and intrigue follow Hardy Durkin like a shadow, even in the sunny, laid-back South of 

France, but this time his wheel of fortune veers uncomfortably off the rails in Homicide Hérault.” 
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